Integrations that actually improve your workflow.

Enterprise Work Management means managing the end-to-end lifecycle of work in order to streamline workflow and improve efficiency by reducing the need to toggle between tools. Our tailored integrations improve visibility and eliminate silos of information—giving you data where it is needed, in the context of work.

Enterprise Work Management now in Outlook
Submit and receive work requests, manage work, and collaborate without leaving Outlook. See all your work requests in one place and update status, log time and mark work as done. This makes Outlook users productive, reduces emails and status meetings and improves visibility.

Online Document and Content Management
The seamless connection between Workfront and leading cloud solutions like Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, Google Docs, and SharePoint ensures that the work flows effortlessly, emails passing documents back and forth decrease, and visibility across information silos improves.

Business Applications and Point Solutions
Integrating point solutions with Workfront improves productivity and eliminates the need for more point solutions. Workfront’s integration with critical applications like Salesforce.com and Jira means data and approvals flow easily, keeping the system of truth, truthful.

Social Enterprise and Collaboration Tools
Workfront breaks down silos and unifies social enterprise and collaboration tools through integration with common and critical applications like Jive and ProofHQ.

Custom Connections
Every company has different work scenarios, and Workfront’s RESTful APIs are designed to fit your team. Workfront has integrated with solutions such as SAP and Oracle for specific work scenarios.

WHY WORKFRONT?
While other vendors seem to be working their way down the alphabet as they integrate one random point solution after another and taking a one-size fits all integration approach, Workfront focuses on real departmental work scenarios and delivers tailored connections to create a seamless work flow. There is nothing random about it—we see a need, and we build an integration to solve it, in the context of the entire lifecycle of enterprise work.